Comparison between histones FV and F2a2 of chicken erythrocyte. II. Interaction with homologous DNA.
The conformation and stability of artificial complexes between chicken erythrocyte DNA and homologous histones FV and F2a2 was studied by circular dichroism (CD) and thermal denaturation followed by both absorbance and CD measurements. The complexes are made after a stepwise potassium fluoride gradient dialysis without urea and studied at low ionic strength (10-minus 3 M). 1) No structural changes of the DNA can be detected up to r equals 0.2 with FV and r equals 0.6 for F2a2. With FV at higher values of r the CD spectrum is altered, indicating the organization of DNA and histones in some kind of aggregate. 2) The conformation of histone molecules inside the complexes is not related to the ionic strength of the medium but to an effective ionic environment close to 0.1 M. This ionic strength would also correspond to the melting temperature of histone-covered DNA. 3) From the analysis of the absorbance melting profile the length of DNA covered with an histone molecule can be estimated. A good agreement is found between the negative charge of this piece of DNA and the net positive charge of the histone. 4) Since the CD transition at 227 nm occurs before the second absorbance transition at 280 nm, the DNA is stabilized no longer by native histone but partially or fully denatured histones. The helical regions of the histone molecule are not involved in the binding process, which appears to be almost purely coulombian and most likely related to some structural fit between the pattern of negative charges in the DNA helix and that of positive charges along the peptide chain.